
 

 

ASCENDED LADY MASTER PALLAS ATHENA 

v Ray-Master of the 12th Ray of One-Unity Consciousness 

v Known as the Greek Goddess of Truth 

v Lord of Karma serving Earth's evolution 

v Holds the God Consciousness of Truth for the Earth. 

v Divine Complement: The MahaChohan  
 
 
Aetheric Retreat: Pallas Athena ministers to mankind from the Temple of Truth above the 
Island of Crete.  
  
Pallas Athena, the Goddess of Truth holds her shining Emerald Light over us as we ascend into 
the New Age; she is the Chohan (Ray-Master) of the 12th Ray of One-Unity Consciousness, the 
mergence into our Cosmic Consciousness Awareness of the New Age, the Golden Age of 
Prophecy. This is the foretold age of enlightenment, where peace, prosperity, and one-unity 
consciousness will reign; also known as the new age of Aquarius.  The color of this New Age of 
Enlightenment is gold, which integrates all levels of Cosmic Consciousness, including: the 
acceptance of the soul/Monadic level of awareness; wholeness and unity on every level; and 
fosters levels of abundance, co-creator manifestation, creativity and inspiration, triune heart 
radiance and assists in determining one’s own puzzle piece in the Universal Order. The color 
gold is associated with the twelfth ray, the twelfth chakra, and the astrological sign Leo. 

Ray Master: Chohan Pallas Athena, Overlighted by Lord Ardal, the Mahatma and 
Mother/Father God, demonstrates a deeply devoted person to the path of Illumined Truth, and 
very often a mystery school initiate, who has integrated the highest levels of initiation 
experienced in ancient Egypt and Atlantis. This is a person who has the gift of manifesting and 
believes deeply in the abundance of the Universe, and the ability to shape and create into form 
whatever is needed in this Now. A magnetic personality, this ray reveals a person who is deeply 
aligned with Universal Wisdom and the realms of Illumined Truth, able to bring order and 
harmony, wisdom and inspiration. This ray may also show a person who is integrating, on 
deeper levels, initiations experienced in ancient Egypt and/or Atlantis, or bringing into their 
reality friends and family from this time. This ray may also show a person who is working with 
their dualities through embracing their shadow side, and stepping more into their power. A 
Planetary Light Worker who has chosen to assist all Life to enter into the Golden Age of Light, 
you are an inspiration to others through your creative endeavors. 


